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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

This  paper  describes  a procedure  for analyzing  non-stationary  (variable  frequency  content)  periodic  error
signals obtained  during  accelerating  or decelerating  motion.  This  capability  is  important  due  to  the  recent
interest  in  real-time  compensation  of periodic  error  for precision  positioning  systems.  In  order  to  apply
the spatial  Fourier  transform  to  the  non-stationary  signal,  the  constant  time  interval  signals  are  resampled
eywords:
nterferometry
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on-stationary

by  linear  interpolation  using  a constant  spatial  interval.  Numerical  and  experimental  results  are  provided
for constant  acceleration  and  sinusoidal  motion  profiles.

© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
ourier transform

. Introduction

Heterodyne displacement measuring interferometry enables
isplacement measurement for non-contact applications with high
esolution and accuracy. However, there are a number of well-
nown error sources that can degrade the achievable accuracy
1–5]. These include cosine error, Abbe error, variations in refractive
ndex, thermal deformations, beam shear, non-planar wavefronts,

avelength instability of the laser source, nonlinearity in the phase
easuring electronics, and periodic error. While any of these error

ources may  dominate in a given situation (e.g., uncompensated
efractive index changes for measurements in air often limit the
ccuracy), the focus of this study is periodic error. This error is
uperimposed on the measurement signal and occurs due to fre-
uency mixing in the interferometer; see initial investigations by
edotova [6],  Quenelle [7],  and Sutton [8].  Aspects of periodic error
re:

it is non-cumulative
it repeats with each unit wavelength change in the optical path
it depends on misalignments and imperfections in the optical
setup
it is characterized as first and second order errors which typically
appear simultaneously on the measurement signal.
In this paper, the time-domain frequency variation for periodic
rror during acceleration or deceleration is explored. An approach
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141-6359/$ – see front matter ©  2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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for identifying the individual magnitudes of first and second order
periodic error during non-constant velocity motion is presented.
This is a relevant topic due to the recent efforts in measuring
and compensating periodic error in real-time for arbitrary motion
profiles, particularly for position feedback in semiconductor man-
ufacturing [9–12].

2. Periodic error frequency content

First order periodic error has a spatial wavelength, �1, equal to
the light wavelength, �, divided by the interferometer’s fold factor,
FF,  which describes the number of light passes through the interfer-
ometer; see Eq. (1).  The spatial wavelength of second order periodic
error, �2, is half that of first order periodic error; see Eq. (2).  When
a position signal, x, which includes periodic error is sampled dur-
ing constant velocity motion, the time-domain periods for first and
second order errors are constant. Fig. 1 displays simulated periodic
error with a first order magnitude of 1.2 nm and second order mag-
nitude of 0.8 nm for a velocity of 100 mm/s; the sampling frequency
is 10 MHz  and � = 633 nm.  The interferometer configuration for this
simulation includes a polarizing beam splitter and a retroreflector
in both the measurement and reference paths, so the fold factor is
2. The constant period error observed in Fig. 1 is exploited during
“velocity scanning”, where the Fourier transform frequency con-
tent of constant velocity motion is interrogated to identify the first
and second order periodic error magnitudes [13,14].

�

�1 =

FF
(1)

�2 = �

2FF
(2)
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Fig. 1. (Top) Displacement with a constant velocity of 100 mm/s. (Bottom) Simu-
lated periodic error for constant velocity motion with a first order magnitude of
1.2  nm and second order magnitude of 0.8 nm.
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Fig. 3. (Top) The periodic error is stationary in the spatial domain. (Bottom) The
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ig. 2. (Top) Displacement with a constant acceleration of 10 m/s2. (Bottom) Sim-
lated periodic error for constant acceleration motion with a first order magnitude
f  1.2 nm and second order magnitude of 0.8 nm.

For accelerating (or decelerating) motion, however, the period
aries with velocity. Fig. 2 shows the periodic error for a constant
cceleration (from rest) of 10 m/s2 to a velocity of 100 mm/s. In this
ase, the periods for the first and second order errors decrease (i.e.,
heir frequencies increase) in the time-domain representation. The
rst and second order magnitudes are again 1.2 nm and 0.8 nm,
espectively, and the sampling frequency is 10 MHz.

Because the frequency content varies with time, the signal in
ig. 2 is non-stationary and the standard Fourier transform can-
ot be applied. Common alternatives for analyzing non-stationary
ignals include the short time Fourier transform1 and the wavelet
ransform. However, with a simple resampling of the data in Fig. 2,
he standard Fourier transform can still be applied. This is described
n Section 3.

. Resampling analysis for non-stationary periodic error
A new plotting format for the time-domain Fig. 2 aids in ana-
yzing the non-stationary periodic error. In Fig. 3 the time axis is

1 In the short term Fourier transform, the signal is divided into small segments
hat  can each be considered to be stationary. A window function is used to isolate
he segments.
sampling interval varies.

replaced by position. This demonstrates that periodic error is only
non-stationary in the time domain, not the spatial domain. How-
ever, the sampling interval, ıx, in the spatial domain varies with
velocity (because the sampling interval was  constant in the time
domain, but the velocity is non-constant). This is also shown in
Fig. 3.

In order to apply the Fourier transform in the spatial domain,
the data points must be equally spaced. This is accomplished by
resampling the signal in Fig. 3 using linear interpolation (or other
interpolation scheme). The only requirement is that the new sam-
pling period must be small enough to avoid aliasing of the first
and second order errors. For a fold factor of two  and wavelength
of 633 nm,  a sampling interval of a few nanometers is sufficient.
Fig. 4 shows the beginning and end of the original signal with the
samples identified by squares; the sampling interval is variable.
The resampled data (circles) with a new sampling interval of 5 nm
is also included, but is offset vertically by 0.5 nm for plotting pur-
poses. At the beginning of the motion, the velocity is low so the
original signal has closely-spaced samples. At the end, the velocity
is high and the sampling interval is larger.
1.36 1.365 1.37 1.375 1.38 1.385
x 104

-2

x (nm)

E
rr

Fig. 4. (Top) Original (squares) and resampled (circles) data at the beginning of the
motion where the velocity is low. (Bottom) Data at the end of the motion where the
velocity is high.
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bined at the PBS and were directed to the mixing linear polarizer
Fig. 5. Constant acceleration motion profile.

.1. Constant acceleration example

For this example, a constant acceleration of 10 m/s2 was  com-
anded (maximum velocity of 25 m/s). The motion profile is shown

n Fig. 5. The non-stationary periodic error was resampled using
 spatial interval of 2 nm.  The pre-defined first and second order
agnitudes were 3 nm and 1 nm,  respectively, and the sampling

requency was 10 MHz. The spatial Fourier transform was  calcu-
ated using a sampling frequency, fs, of:

s = 1
ıx

= 1
2

nm−1. (3)

The result is provided in Fig. 6, where the frequency axis was
ormalized to error order by multiplying by �/2.

.2. Sinusoidal motion example

In this example, a sinusoidal motion profile was  commanded
ith a magnitude of 10 mm and frequency of 1 Hz. The first quarter

f the sine wave was considered; Fig. 7 shows the analysis section
rom the end of the first quarter. The pre-defined first and second

rder periodic error magnitudes were 2 nm and 1 nm, respectively.
he non-stationary error was resampled using a spatial interval of

 nm.  The corresponding Fourier transform is provided in Fig. 8.
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ig. 6. Spatial Fourier transform of the resampled data for the constant acceleration
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Fig. 7. Analysis section for sinusoidal motion profile.

4. Experimental results

To verify the resampling analysis technique, displacement data
were collected using the heterodyne interferometer setup shown
in Fig. 9. The two-frequency laser head emitted the laser beams
with nominally orthogonal polarizations that passed through a
half-wave plate (HWP) to a non-polarizing beam splitter (80%
transmission/20% reflectance), which split it into two parts: the ref-
erence beam, which was  used as the phase reference in the phase
measuring electronics, and the measurement beam, which trav-
eled to the interferometer. The reference beam was  collected using
the reference fiber optic pick-up, which included a linear polar-
izer oriented at 45 deg relative to the nominally orthogonal linear
polarizations for the two  heterodyne frequencies, and formed the
reference signal. The measurement beam passed through the polar-
izing beam splitter (PBS) where one frequency was directed into the
reference arm of the interferometer with the stationary retroreflec-
tor, while the other frequency was  directed into the measurement
arm with the moving retroreflector (FF = 2 for this setup). The
frequency in the measurement arm was  Doppler-shifted during
motion of the moving retroreflector. The two  laser beams recom-
(LP). The interference signal was then collected by the measure-
ment fiber optic pick-up. The HWP  was  used to artificially vary the
rotational misalignment between the PBS and the two nominally
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Fig. 8. Spatial Fourier transform of the resampled data for the sinusoidal motion
example.
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ig. 9. (Top) Photograph of the heterodyne interferometer experimental setup. (Bo
otational degree of freedom about the beam axis to vary the level of periodic error

rthogonal, linearly polarized frequencies that make up the source
aser beam. The orientation of the mixing LP was also adjusted to

ary the periodic error magnitudes.

A sinusoidal motion profile with a magnitude of 0.1 mm  and
requency of 2 Hz was commanded for the air bearing stage which
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ig. 10. (Top) A non-constant velocity section of the displacement signal from the
inusoidal motion profile. (Bottom) The periodic error was isolated by subtracting
he least-squares best fit polynomial from the macro-scale motion.
 Schematic of the setup, where the linear polarizer and half-wave plate each had a

carried the moving retroreflector. The HWP  and LP were adjusted
to give significant first order error with small second order error

for demonstration purposes. A section of the measurement signal
from the beginning of the sinusoid is displayed in Fig. 10 (312.5 kHz
sampling frequency). The periodic error was isolated by subtracting
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Fig. 11. Fourier transform of the non-stationary periodic error from Fig. 10 after
resampling.
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Fig. 12. (Top) A constant velocity section of the displacement signal from the sinu-
soidal motion profile. (Bottom) The periodic error was isolated by subtracting the
least-squares best fit polynomial from the macro-scale motion.
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ig. 13. Fourier transform of the stationary periodic error from Fig. 12 (no resam-
ling).

he least-squares best fit polynomial; this result is also shown. It is
bserved that some low-frequency content remained due to small
epartures of the actual motion from the commanded sinusoid.
s shown in the numerical examples, the error signal is non-
tationary, where the sampling interval varies from 0.5 nm to 2 nm
or the analysis section. The signal was resampled using a spatial
nterval of 2 nm and the spatial Fourier transform was calculated.
he result is provided in Fig. 11.  The first order error magnitude is
.2 nm and the second order error magnitude is 0.4 nm.

For comparison purposes, a section of the measurement signal

ith approximately constant velocity was also analyzed. This sec-

ion is shown in Fig. 12,  where the mean sampling interval is 4 nm
0.3 nm standard deviation). The Fourier transform was calculated
ithout resampling. The result is provided in Fig. 13,  where the

[
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first order error magnitude is 4.0 nm and the second order error
magnitude is 0.5 nm.  These results agree with the non-stationary
results in Fig. 11.  In both Figs. 11 and 13,  the residual low-frequency
content from the time-domain signals after subtracting the least-
squares best fit polynomial is observed as spectral content below
the first order periodic error peak.

5. Conclusions

Due to the interest in real-time compensation of periodic error
in precision motion applications, such as semiconductor manufac-
turing, it is necessary to analyze non-constant velocity profiles to
determine the efficacy of the compensation algorithm. This analysis
is complicated by the nature of the periodic error signals. Because
periodic error is characterized by constant spatial periods (one each
for first and second order error), the signal is non-stationary for
accelerating/decelerating motions. It was  shown that a resampling
of the data by interpolation enables the spatial Fourier transform
to be applied for determination of the residual periodic error mag-
nitudes.
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